Ordered Pair Examples with SimBraille

1. Open parenthesis x comma y close parenthesis is written
   \((x, y)\)

2. Open parenthesis five comma negative three close parenthesis is written
   \((5, -3)\)

3. Open parenthesis negative one comma zero close parenthesis is written
   \((-1, 0)\)

4. Open parenthesis x sub one comma y sub one close parenthesis is written
   \((x_1, y_1)\)

5. Open parenthesis open fraction x sub one plus x sub two over two close fraction comma open
   fraction y sub one plus y sub two over two close fraction close parenthesis is written
   \(\left(\frac{x_1 + x_2}{2}, \frac{y_1 + y_2}{2}\right)\)